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Before InteGrid…

1. LV control with flexibility from local DER

2. DSO flexibility for DSO-TSO coordination

3. Flexibility from residential consumers DSM
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1. LV control with flexibility from local DER

LV feeder with ~10% PV

generation and Smart Grid infrastructure;

Storage, PV Panels and EV charging controlled by
Control of DER allowed 75%

Smart Inverters and DTC;

reduction of curtailed Renewable Energy;

SuSTAINABLE is a European project under the 7th Framework Programme for Research and Technological Development with contract No: 308755

2. DSO flexibility for DSO-TSO Coordination
Tools and Innovative Functions
Interval Constraint Power Flow
Estimate flexibility range of active and
reactive power in each primary substation

Estimates flexibility range considering cost and network constraints
Forecasts P and Q operating point in the TSO-DSO interface

Sequential Optimal Power Flow
Derive a set of control actions that keep
the active and reactive power flow within
pre-agreed limits at substations level

Integrates different types of flexibility (e.g., DR, flexible DRES,
capacitors banks, network reconfiguration)

Types of Flexibilities
Market Based Flexibility
Short-term market or flexibility
tenders by the DSO through
aggregator offers (demand
response, storage, DRES units)

Regulated Flexibility
Non-firm connection contracts with
large consumers and DRES
Technical DSO Flexibility
OLTC, Capacitor banks

Deliverable 5.3 – Replicability and Scalability

3. Flexibility from residential consumers DSM
Increase Grid Flexibility through customers’ active participation

DSO

MARKET HUB

-Manage Customers’ Available Flexibility
-Enhance Grid Operation
-Level the field for Aggregators

HEMS installed at customer houses allow for customer participation in grid operation

Imagine InteGrid…

In a nutshell

Interactive
Consumer

• Coordinator: EDP Distribuição
• Budget: 15 M€
• From January 2017 to June 2020

Intelligent
Grid

• 14 Partners from 8 Member States

InteGrid

Integration
Renewables
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Interconnected
Stakeholders

Interoperable
Solutions
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High Level Use Cases
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InteGrid Grid-Market Hub (GMH)
Grid – Market Hub [Deliverable 6.1]: defined as “… a solution to support the provision of services in a
neutral standardised way between DSOs (primary actor of this central platform) and stakeholders like
retailers, TSOs, aggregators, group of consumers and energy services providers.”

DSO

DSO

GMH is an enabler of non-regulated services from service providers that can grow around the
Objective:
to facilitate
access
to new
models and
services
ensuring
The
GMH operates
in a market
regulated
domain,
thusbusiness
all the embedded
services
arewhile
regulated
and
GMH ecosystem, including both wholesale and retailing markets, as well as energy services
efficient
network
operation
as wellfor
asdata
highest
standards and
of data
security.
subjectedand
to asecure
suitable
regulatory
framework
management
provision.
trading like consumer engagement and gamification, energy efficiency, and forecasting
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InteGrid Next Steps…
Milestone 4

Milestone 5

Milestone 6

2017: Establish Use Cases, System Architecture,
Milestone 7
Milestone 8
Grid Market Hub, Customer Engagement
Milestone 9

2018: Develop, Install and Integrate Milestone 10
InteGrid solutions in Demo Sites
Milestone 11

2019: Perform Field Demonstrations
2020: Build CBA, SRA, Business Models
InteGrid Success!!!
Share Recommendations
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KEY TAKEAWAYS
1. Many “flexibilities” connected to DSO grids.
2. Consumer (industrial+residential) has large part but not all!
3. Smart Grids needed to unlock flexibility potential.

4. Regulatory & Market framework needs to include new approaches.
5. Flexibility allows to increase RES integration and security of supply.
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Thank you!
Pedro.GodinhoMatos@edp.pt
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Follow us:
http://www.integrid-h2020.eu/
@integridproject
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Questions
•

Need for scarcity prices:
• Do you test scarcity pricing in your project to solve TSO and/or DSO congestion with regional and/or locational price (scarcity) components? It is planned to be
demonstrated for DSO congestion avoidance.
• Please explain how this is tested? Using the GMH platform, but details still under discussion.

•

Prosumers/consumers to react to prices through implicit Demand Side Response:
• How does locational scarcity pricing interact with wholesale or balancing markets? Not to be directly tested in the project, and with a limited scale it should not
have an impact. However, at a larger scale it might affect the shape of the load curve for the wholesale market, like self-consumption or storage do.
• How is the interaction between the TSO and DSO organised, in particular in relation to the interaction between the wholesale markets (including balancing
market) and congestion management at the distribution level? Not applicable to InteGrid, but we are working with the TSO (H2020 TDX-Assist Project) to
improve data exchange between operators to ensure broader visibility to both.

•

Market framework for explicit Demand Side Response:
• What kind of market framework is tested in your project (to what grid management needs does the product correspond, e.g. frequency and/or voltage control,
TSO and/or DSO congestion management)? Voltage control and DSO congestion management.
• How is the explicit Demand Side Response product/service procured and activated? Competitive tender for flexibility, pre-booked (non-firm access contracts)
with direct and indirect control (dynamic network tariffs), depending on the size of the provider and the type of connection to DSO. In case of emergency direct
activation through the limitation of power in the smart meters is also envisaged.
• How is the 'delivery' of the explicit Demand Side Response product/service measured? Still under discussion in InteGrid, but a (forecasted) baseline should exist
that could be based on consumer consumption profiling, historical data, or on-line consumption changes.
• How is the settlement and payment for the delivery of the explicit Demand Side Response product/service organised? There must be contracts between the
parties, in these case DSO and service providers, that can be established through the GMH or offline, depending on the situation, i.e., large industrial consumers
might have direct contract where residential consumers will need an aggregator at this stage.

•

Non-discriminatory access to all markets – for all participants for offering products/services ensuring the secure operation of the distribution system:
• How are the products/services needed for the secure operation of the distribution system defined (e.g.: local congestion management, voltage control)? They
are defined in a way to improve system flexibility, e.g., implementing a traffic light system for DSO which technically validates flexibility and monitors flexibility
activation/repression or flexibility exchange to support grid operation.
• How have you aimed to ensure that this is done in a non-discriminatory way (e.g. no preference for specific technology or actor)? Implementation will follow a
modular development approach. The solution will be composed of different modules with standard interfaces for their communication. This way, a module can
either be implemented with open standards, reused from a previous implementation or even be implemented using proprietary technologies, as long as it
respects the defined interfaces. Furthermore, the implementation will rely on well-known and established technologies.
• How have you aimed to ensure non-discriminatory access to markets and platforms? By building a GMH platform, which facilitates market access (ensuring data
privacy and security) and being under regulated domain will ensure non-discriminatory access to all interested parties.
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